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EDGE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT KEEPS CLIENTS ON TOP OF MOBILE TECHNOLOGY 

MELBOURNE, FL—October 1, 2017 Edge Information Management continues to invest in its employee 

screening technology with enhancements in functionality that users expect in order to stay cutting edge 

in their own business. 

Edge clients are transitioning to the latest version of WebScreen™, Edge’s proprietary software, which 

offers more mobile functionality for clients and their job candidates. Today’s workforce is used to 

navigating on mobile devices, accessing the Internet from other places besides a desk. 

WebScreen™ is a premier online tool allowing authorized individuals to request background searches, 

review results, track final hiring decisions, view archived reports, email results, run multiple reports and 

more. WebScreen™’s flexibility and control makes it the most useful single-site background screening 

system available today. 

A new feature, the Applicant Entry Portal moves beyond going paperless to making the workload lighter 

for our human resource users. Job candidates review and sign disclosure forms, enter personal 

information and submit it to human resources. The WebScreen™ dashboard makes assigning a screening 

package a breeze with email notifications when the candidate or report is ready. 

“While we are proud of our product, we can’t be comfortable that it will last in the fast-moving 

technological world,” says Edge VP of Internet Technology Marc Giguere. “Our clients, as well as their 

job candidates, expect certain functions and user-friendliness.” 

More importantly, the Applicant Entry Portal offers assistance in maintaining compliance, reducing 

operational costs and liability concerns. Edge Information Management’s compliance department helps 

clients meet federal guidelines for handling personal information. Based on log-in and passwords, senior 

executives have the ability to decide who has viewing privileges to sensitive information and who does 

not.  

The new portal is also customizable, allowing the client to showcase their brand to applicants. This is  

-more- 
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important to clients attracting quality applicants in the skilled labor force. 

For companies providing their multi-site locations (field sites) internet access, WebScreen™ is the 

perfect solution for background and drug screening. Using WebScreen™, the corporate office can ensure 

that individual hiring managers make background requests by “position” only. The corporate office then 

reviews all report information to make the hiring decision. 

“We want to give our customers the tools they need to work smarter with an optimized experience,” 

notes Edge President Joe Langford. “With today’s use of the Internet going mobile, they won’t have to 

work harder.” 

 

# # # 

 

Edge Information Management, Inc., established in 1991, is a privately held national provider of 

employment screening services dedicated to furnishing employers with accurate background screening, 

drug testing and electronic i9/e-Verify services at cost-effective rates.  Edge delivers services to each 

client via the Internet through its proprietary software WebScreen™, portal or integration with a variety 

of industry leading ATS Systems.  Delivering “big business ability with small business agility” is a 

distinguishing differentiator that is most appreciated by Edge’s clients. The NAPBS Accreditation 

exemplifies Edge's dedicated focus on delivering accurate information quickly and in compliance within 

hiring federal and state regulations. 

 


